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The closing of its 

the New Jersey Audubon Society in 2013 had quite an unexpected effect. In an attempt 

at preserving the grounds and its remaining buildings, people who had grown up in 

the area came together to unearth the history of the property

collect documents of

across the USA. To these activists the following text is dedicated.

Beginnings 

When the Naturfreunde were founded in Vienna in 1895, they were part of a 

class organizations.2 These ranged from the Socialist Party through trade unions, self

insurance co-operatives, to leisure 

were those who went on tour, i.e. in 

these institutions was that they were addressing (mainly industrial) 

workers with the purpose 

depravation of income, power, and opportunities. The greeting phras

"Berg frei, Mensch frei, Welt frei" symbolized this aim, proclaiming 

that the future—mountains, mankind, and the world as a whole

to rest in the hands of the laboring classes. Prominently in 

hands unite to claim nature for those

economic rights (Fig. 1).  

                                                           
1 By April 2014 the Nature Friends for Preserv
other documents on the Nature Friends of America as a whole and its sections in the New York region. Some of 
these are presented here, then marked “NFPW” (plus the name of the person who took or who prov
detail, if given). The NFPW is about to solidify into a New Jersey non
Nature Friends," and thus will revive the presence of Nature Friends in the area. 
2 My “The Nature Friends of America: A Historical Sketch” outlines a more general
see http://www.highlandsnaturalpool.org/History_of_Nature_Friends_of_America.pdf
comprehensive survey (in German) cf.
Internationale wissenschaftliche Korrespondenz zur Geschichte der deutschen Arbeiterbewegung 
2006): 60-87; an oral presentation on the topic was recorded at Ringwood Library in July 2012: “Ca
and the History of the Nature Friends of America”
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New York´s Nature Friends: Their History, their Camps 

The closing of its Weis Center, a nature education location near

Audubon Society in 2013 had quite an unexpected effect. In an attempt 

at preserving the grounds and its remaining buildings, people who had grown up in 

the area came together to unearth the history of the property, revive

documents of what up to the 1950s had been the largest Nature Friends camp 

across the USA. To these activists the following text is dedicated.1

were founded in Vienna in 1895, they were part of a vast

These ranged from the Socialist Party through trade unions, self

to leisure clubs like the Touristenverein Die Naturfreunde

were those who went on tour, i.e. in their free time hiked and climbed mountains. What united all 

institutions was that they were addressing (mainly industrial) 

 of overcoming their class-derived 

depravation of income, power, and opportunities. The greeting phrase 

"Berg frei, Mensch frei, Welt frei" symbolized this aim, proclaiming 

mountains, mankind, and the world as a whole—ought 

to rest in the hands of the laboring classes. Prominently in the logo, 

hands unite to claim nature for those deprived of their political and 

  

                   

Nature Friends for Preserving Weis (NFPW) have brought together a host of pictures and 
other documents on the Nature Friends of America as a whole and its sections in the New York region. Some of 
these are presented here, then marked “NFPW” (plus the name of the person who took or who prov

is about to solidify into a New Jersey non-profit organisation 
" and thus will revive the presence of Nature Friends in the area.  

Friends of America: A Historical Sketch” outlines a more general perspective on the NFUSA. 
http://www.highlandsnaturalpool.org/History_of_Nature_Friends_of_America.pdf; for a more 

cf. my "´Berg frei´ jenseits des Atlantiks? Die Nature Friends of America," 
Internationale wissenschaftliche Korrespondenz zur Geschichte der deutschen Arbeiterbewegung 

an oral presentation on the topic was recorded at Ringwood Library in July 2012: “Ca
and the History of the Nature Friends of America”—it is available there on DVD. 

1 

2.1 (2014) 

near Ringwood, N.J., by 

Audubon Society in 2013 had quite an unexpected effect. In an attempt 

at preserving the grounds and its remaining buildings, people who had grown up in 

, revive memories, and 

what up to the 1950s had been the largest Nature Friends camp 
1 

vast network of working 

These ranged from the Socialist Party through trade unions, self-help and 

Touristenverein Die Naturfreunde. Tourists, then, 

their free time hiked and climbed mountains. What united all 

(NFPW) have brought together a host of pictures and 
other documents on the Nature Friends of America as a whole and its sections in the New York region. Some of 
these are presented here, then marked “NFPW” (plus the name of the person who took or who provided the 

sation called "Highlands 

perspective on the NFUSA.  
; for a more 

nseits des Atlantiks? Die Nature Friends of America," 
Internationale wissenschaftliche Korrespondenz zur Geschichte der deutschen Arbeiterbewegung 42.1 (März 

an oral presentation on the topic was recorded at Ringwood Library in July 2012: “Camp Midvale 

Fig. 1 
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It was in New York City where the first non-

European branch came into being. On September 18, 

1910, the international members´ magazine, Der 

Naturfreund (Fig. 2)3, reported from the Vienna 

headquarters that its new overseas members saw 

themselves as an avant-garde, as pioneers whose 

noble task it was to open their co-workers´ eyes to 

the beauty of their land, in a country characterized 

by a culture of plenty but also of wastefulness, which 

was fresh but also raw, where promises of social 

advancement were subverted by desperate living 

conditions, and where nature was unimaginably 

bountiful but in whose hectic money-making nobody 

really cared for such beauty. The president of the 

new local was Adolf Tanzer, and mail was to be 

sent to Alexander Wiederseder, 124 Ferst Place, 

Brooklyn, N.Y.                              

Wiederseder was a typical Naturfreund. Like other young Austrian, Swiss, or German journeymen, 

after apprenticeship he moved from one ´master´ to the next before settling down as a hired craftsman. 

He followed the example of Naturfreunde like Ferdinand Bednarz, a Hungarian typesetter, who in the 

course of his travels helped found fifteen locals in Austria and Switzerland.4 Wiederseder, a carpenter 

by trade, had come to New York from what was the then Austrian city of Pressburg (Bratislava). From 

New York he moved on to California, leaving traces in all the Naturfreunde locals he founded or 

passed through. He soon began to promote his new country to those at home, such as in his  "At 

Niagara Falls" (Fig. 3)5. 

                                                           
3Der Naturfreund: Mitteilungen des Touristenverein "Die Naturfreunde. October 15, 1910: 290; The Nature 
Friend: Monthly Organ of the Nature Friends of America, Inc. October 1945: 27 names eleven founding 
members from Austria, Germany, and Hungaria; the founding date is given as August 10. 
4 Bruno Klaus Lampasiak, Leo Gruber, Manfred Pils. Berg frei – Mensch frei – Welt frei! Eine Chronik der 
internationalen Naturfreundebewegung von den Anfängen der Arbeiterbewegung bis zum Zeitalter der 
Globalisierung (1895-2005). Wien: Naturfreunde Internationale, 2nd. ed. 2009. 20. 
5 Der Naturfreund. October 15, 1910: 245-6. 

                                             Fig. 2 
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Trans-Atlantic relations were close. Already in December Der Naturfreund informed Europeans 

about twelve excursions and a plan to save money for a trip back to the roots, to Vienna. On 

February 12, 1911, the New Yorkers established a promotional leaflet—a forerunner to the 

American members´ journals of the future.  

Celebrating workers´ solidarity on May 1 was crucial in the next report (Fig. 4)6. Membership—made 

up of progressively minded workers—had risen to fifty. Once more the unnamed author complained of 

the average American´s lack of interest in the beauty of the landscape, yet hoped that Naturfreunde 

outings would rouse the workers´ love of the land and help the movement grow. In March multi-day 

trips are planned to Philadelphia (also to help establish a local there), the Catskills, and Niagara. New 

York members were asked to invite male and female comrades from the (Socialist) Party to join. 

Railroad companies were approached about price reductions for group trips. The local convened at the 

New York Labor Temple; news were published in the New-Yorker Volkszeitung—both German 

language institutions which would serve the Nature Friends for years.   

                                                           
6 Der Naturfreund. July 15, 1911: 167. 
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The next year saw a photo section established, and at the general meeting on September 13, 1911, the 

success story was 34 daytrips, four four-day excursions, and two nightly tours, with 340 participants 

(Fig. 5)7. Touristic targets reached out as far as the Southern Bermudas, the Adirondac Mountains, 

Thousand Island, and—again—Niagara Falls.  

The main event of the first anniversary (Fig. 6)8 was a talk by Josef Jodlbauer, a former Socialist 

member of the Austrian parliament and recent immigrant to the USA (who would in 1923 return to 

his native Styria).9 Thirty members of the Newark Socialist Glee Club ("Sozialistische Liedertafel") 

sang, possibly the nucleus of the future Newark Nature Friends. One extraordinary attraction was a 

miniature mountain home, the first symbolic mention made of owning their own clubhouse. 

 

 

                                                           
7
 Der Naturfreund. October 15, 1911: 271. 

8 Der Naturfreund. December 15, 1911: 326-7; 333; v. 
9 Der Naturfreund. July 15, 1911:167-8; also see  Josef N. Jodlbauer. Dreizehn Jahre in America, 1910-1923. 
Die Autobiographie eines österreichischen Sozialisten. Ed. Dirk Hoerder. Wien: Böhlau Verlag, 1996. 

 Fig. 5 
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For the second anniversary, in 1912, the Naturfreund announced that the number of members had 

risen to 100. The Labor Temple was pivotal in integrating European members—for those who stay, 

and for those in transition to the new locals (San Francisco, Philadelphia) (Fig. 7, 8)10.  

The New-Yorker Volkszeitung was the city´s leading German and labor newspaper. It regularly 

invited Manhattan members to the Labor Temple on the fourth Thursday of the month, and from 

1913 on their New Jersey brothers to the Newark Labor Lyceum on every Wednesday. As locals 

spread across the USA (see below) and to keep up contacts with those who moved from New York 

to other places, new ways of communication became necessary: Since 1923, a New York-based 

continental headquarters published its own magazine, Der Tourist: Zeitschrift für den Gau der 

Nordost- und den Gau der West-Staaten Amerika´s ("The Tourist: Magazine for the Districts of the 

North-Eastern and of the Western States of America"). 

The most striking aspect of its title page was the Americanization of the logo (Fig. 9)11. It 

incorporated the handshake—now set at 

the center of an American map and 

literally underlined by the "T" of the 

magazine´s title. It alludes to that well-

known image of the 1869 joining of the 

Union Pacific and Central Pacific railroads 

in Promontory, UT., and is also 

programmatic through its reference to the 

diversity of American nature (mountains 

[also present in the European logo], 

valleys, rivers, and trees) and culture (an 

Easterner dressed in contemporary 1920s hiking fashion and a Westerner clothed according to 

frontiersman dress codes). The context was topical: By 1923 six locals were active: New York 

(founded in 1910), Newark (1913) and Philadelphia (1913) in the East, and in California San 

Francisco (1913), Los Angeles (a first attempt in 1913; successful in 1920) and Oakland (1920).  

Der Naturfreund editions of the early 1910s had introduced the Catskills to those left at home in 

Europe. By 1923, Der Tourist´s "Memories from the Catskills" were intended for an all-American 

audience. The author integrated the joys of being in nature ("deep, deep silence and healing 

                                                           
10

 Der Naturfreund. 1912: 55; 1913: 82. 
11 Der Tourist: Zeitschrift für den Gau der Nordost- und den Gau der West-Staaten Amerika´s. October 1, 
1923: 1. 

Fig. 9 
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tranquillity") with programmatic statements ("far from the big city! And what´s more: Free 

People!"). He rejoices in a hike to what would soon be a Nature Friends´ camp, Platte Clove, via 

Tannersville, Devil´s Kitchen, High Peak, and Indian Head. Elements of "social hiking" (the 

Naturfreunde concept of consciously keeping one´s eyes open to the living conditions of the region 

one hiked in) are present both in praising the powers of solidarity and cooperation and through 

references to the exploitation of German and Dutch farmers there.    

The pages of Der Tourist 

also provide a glance into 

regular Nature Friends 

activities (Fig. 10)12. 

Locals meet at the Labor 

Temple or Labor Lyceum 

(Newark), and at the 

Sozialistische Liederhalle, 

the hall of the socialist 

glee club in Philadelphia. 

The program for late 1923 

names dozens of hikes of 

three to seven hours 

length. For short term 

news readers were 

reminded to consult the 

New-Yorker Volkzeitung. 

A regional coordinating 

framework ("Gau") has 

been created. Each of its 

locals, by and large, 

writes its own program, so that even though the New York and Newark groups frequently hike to the 

same destinations, their activities hardly ever overlap. A major unifying element, though, is new Camp 

Midvale. The ticket to its closest railroad station in northern New Jersey is, for New Yorkers, $ 1.60. 

The program for early 1924 again features an impressive range of hikes, cultural and educational 

activities. Four outings, including "work tours," take New Yorkers to Midvale. It also invites readers 

                                                           
12 Der Tourist. October 1, 1923: 5. 

        Fig. 10 
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to come up with ideas of how to expand the organization into Middle America. There are two main 

Districts, whose presidents (called "Obmann") were Wilhelm Heidelmann, of San Francisco, for the 

West, and Emil Plarre, of Newark, for the East. 

Since 1911 photography had ranked highly in the activities of the club. Yet everyday practices such 

as hiking have only rarely been preserved in images. One such exception is a group of Nature 

Friends visiting Luray, Va. As it is quite unlikely that these are members from California, and as by 

1922 there were three Eastern locals, they could well be New York, Philadelphia, or Newark Nature 

Friends (with a title inserted in English!). Another photo, just three years later, shows the New York 

local in the Green Mountains (Fig. 11, 12).13  

         

                                                      Fig. 11 

The first clubhouses and camps 

From the beginning the new club tried to imitate European examples and build their own 

Naturfreundehäuser—Nature Friends Homes. In Europe these were (and still are) permanent centers 

of club activities in both urban and, more often, rural areas. They provide a chance to escape from 

the big city, and at the same time are places where to exercise solidarity and lead a life beyond 

"bourgeois" restrictions. 

As we have seen, the first convention point for the New Yorkers was the Labor Temple, which they 

shared with other, mostly German-speaking, organizations: Parties and unions, educational and 

                                                           
13

 Both images repr. from Manfred Pils. "Berg frei!" 100 Jahre Naturfreunde. Wien: Verlag für 
Gesellschaftskritik, 1994. 77 and 118. 

Fig. 12 
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mutual insurance institutions, self-help cooperatives and leisure clubs (“Vergnügungs-Vereine“) like 

the Naturfreunde. The Temple was situated in the hub of German life, on 84th Street in Yorkville. It 

was a venue for meetings, discussions, and public talks covering everything from flora and fauna 

through politics to excursions. Its relevance for the German community is made clear by the long 

list of tenants reprinted in the 1928 jubilee edition of the New-Yorker Volkszeitung (Fig. 13) 14. 

 

 

Fig.  13 

                                                           

14 New-Yorker Volkszeitung. January 29, 1928. 13B; repr. from: Labor Newspaper Preservation Project, 
Universität Bremen. Glimpses of the German-American Radical Press: Die Jubiläumsnummern der „New-
Yorker Volkszeitung“ 1888, 1903, 1928. Ed. Dirk Hoerder und Thomas Weber. Bremen: Publications of the 
Labor Newspaper Preservation Project, 1985. 137. The Temple´s comprehensive functions are outlined in this 
(more recent) description: "Over the door of the Labor Temple were chiseled out the words: ´Knowledge is 
power.´ The building has changed hands in the last hundred years, but the words can still be read. The Labor 
Temple was the meeting hall for the German trade unions in Yorkville. On the ground floor was a bar and a 
restaurant. On the upper floors were the rooms used for local union meetings. The unions cut across the skilled 
trade to which German immigrants were related." "On the Sidewalks of New York. Family Roots: An 
Introduction." http://www.margaretpoethic.com/family_friends/richar/autobiography/sidewalks/2_intro.pdf 
(30/04/14) 
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For the Naturfreunde, in this edition of the NYVZ New York Nature Friend Walter Boelke 

remembered how his local had immediately tried its hands at acquiring a home of its own. As early 

as in 1916, he writes, it ran a first bathhouse on the Hudson River, which during the First World 

War was burnt down by anti-

German farmers. In 1917 the 

local owned a farmhouse 

along the Hudson River. A 

rented home on the ocean was 

washed away in a storm. In 

1918 a large area of land was 

bought near Peekskill. At the 

time of writing, Camp 

Midvale, acquired in 1921, 

had become the main 

recreational facility of the 

branch (Fig. 14).15 

Junior Sections and the Language Question  

Relations with Europe remained strong. At the 1923 convention in Leipzig (Germany), co-founder 

and president of the world-wide organization Leopold Happisch stated "that the American comrades 

alone had donated 30 million Kronen [the Austrian currency] in support of Naturfreund 

magazine."16 Both in the USA and internationally, communication was conducted in German, 

including the quarterly members´ journal, Der Tourist. The German language created a homeliness 

many cherished, but at the same time isolated the Naturfreunde from the mainstream and was an 

impediment to expansion into the English-speaking Left. Such a restricted appeal was more visible 

to the younger, sometimes American-born members. Consequently the youth sections of Der Tourist 

shifted to English (Fig 15) 17: 

                                                           
15 Photo from NFPW. Elsewhere Boelke´s data are modified slightly; cf. The Nature Friend. October 1945: 27-
28. The bungalow at Rockaway Point, Long Island, was adopted in 1915 but soon washed away; a farm building 
and ten acres of land were bought near Keg Mountain, Croton, New York, and smashed by super-patriots in 
1918; Kerrigan´s Farm in northern New Jersey, the future Camp Midvale, was acquired as early as 1920; 
Boelke´s text shows rare photos of the first clubhouses. 
16

 Qtd. in Albert Georgi-Valtin. "Von 1906 bis 1933." Zentral-Ausschuß der Naturfreunde-Internationale. 
Denkschrift zum sechzigjährigen Jubiläum, 1895-1955. Zürich: Touristen-Verein "Die Naturfreunde," 1955. 86-
87: 31-33. 32 („daß die amerikanischen Genossen allein zur Unterstützung des «Naturfreundes» 30 Millionen 
Kronen gespendet hatten.“). 
17

 Der Tourist. October 1923: 6. 

Fig. 14 - Camp Midvale in the 1920s 
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Fig. 15 

It seems as if some of the texts in the youth section share a more romantic approach to nature, not in 

the sense of giving up their basic ideology, but 

through an upgrading of the individual´s 

resonsibilities. In "A Mere Suggestion" (1923) a 

San Francisco member plays with a fresh 

combination of ecological and political thinking, 

in which the traditional political and ecological 

rhetoric is certainly there, but solutions to 

environmental problems are sought less in socio-

political than personal action (Fig. 16 and 17) 18. 

 

The matter of how ecological and 

economic elements interact under the 

living conditions of a particular and 

concrete society is almost a 

constituting dilemma for the 

                                                           
18 Der Tourist. October. 1, 1923: 8. 

Fig. 16 

Fig. 17 
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Naturfreunde. Already in their founding years, in late 19th-century Vienna, they were confronted 

with this practical problem: As soon as the Lainzer Tiergarten, a hunting area reserved to the 

aristocracy, was opened to the public, the poorer classes began to extract heating material and thus 

destroy both its beauty and its long-term value. Ecological values clashed with political ones.  

In more modern terms:  How to combine access to nature for everyone, which would lead to mass 

tourism, with the task of preserving nature and saving it from exploitative over-usage? 

Conservatives (such as many a 19th and 20th century Alpine club) chose the easy solution of keeping 

out the "uneducated masses" they despised anyway, to reserve access to the beauty of nature for 

themselves, the well-off. Nature Friends would have to tackle the matter in a more democratic way, 

one based on solidarity. 

In the same number of Der Tourist, Egmont Schumann, of New York, discusses another generation 

gap. He proclaims that in nature young people rather experience individual freedom than follow 

restrictions of any kind. Schumann´s short statement is illustrated on the same page by one such 

concrete venue, Camp Midvale (Fig. 18)19. Kate Eberle, an outstanding female leader of the Junior 

Section, again in less political than romantic terms, describes "girls and boys" enjoying "the walk 

from the railroad station to the Nature Friends´ Farm [...] through very picturesque places," a walk 

creating opportunities for "releasing the tensions of the week´s routine" in order to "amidst pleasant 

thoughts [forget] all troubles" when communally enjoying food, swimming, ball games, and hikes. 

She especially praises the "brook flowing through the center of the camp [...] dammed off at one 

place." 

Co-education is also the topic of junior activist Max Lindner´s article "A Necessity" (Fig. 19)20. He 

states that "a handsome, healthy, strong and 

elastic body" is a great treasure for every 

human being, but above all, for a girl. This 

argument for the full development of the 

physical, social, and mental potentials of both 

sexes certainly would have been controversial 

among conservatives, yet was relatively 

                                                           
19 Der Tourist. January 1924: 7. 
20 Der Tourist. January 1924: 8. 

Fig. 19 
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mainstream within the working classes.21 Lindner thus makes a strong point of educating girls in a 

way similar to boys, reasoning that their future jobs probably will be even more demanding than 

those of the males.  

 

Fig. 18 

                                                           
21 For contemporary German discussions in a very similar vein see John Alexander Williams. Turning to Nature 
in Germany: Hiking, Nudism, and Conservation, 1900-1940. Stanford, CA.: Stanford UP, 2007, part 1 
"Socialists and Nature."  
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Individualism, romanticism, and coeducation are 

the more youthful approaches to expanding the 

Naturfreunde without giving up core values. 

Still, in their touristic and educational activities 

the Nature Friends never ought to forget their 

working class background and their international 

character. Written in German, in Der Tourist of 

January 1924 (Fig. 20)22 New York member 

Christian Blohm urges the older generation to be 

more open-minded as to language and 

contemplates the role of young Nature Friends in 

a more general perspective. He contrasts them 

with the Boy Scout movement, whose strategy, 

he warns, is to advertise their organization as 

non-ideological, but then clandestinely integrates 

children and youngsters in a nationalist and anti-

labor agenda. In a somewhat rigid formulation 

Blohm remarks that tourist activities are a mere 

tool to achieve the aims of the workers´ 

movement. Their main task is to educate workers 

for the class struggle, which in the USA implies the use of English. Thus creating a youth section was 

one such step in the correct direction (Fig. 21) 23. 

Soon also among adults the wish was strong to move into the linguistic mainstream. An English 

section was founded and began to edit its own newsletter more playful in tone, if more improvised 

in format. It includes hiking reports, motion picture and literary reviews, and invitations to dance 

functions. Politics gets into the picture through talk on the American Labor movement and world 

politics. One decade later, in 1933, Der Tourist would become the English-language The Nature 

Friend, first a bi-monthly, from 1934 on a monthly publication.  

Proudly the English Section´s March 1940 leaflet mentions how in 1939 section membership has 

gone up from 32 to 58, and it  targets 100 in 1940.24 A real rejuvenation of the organization does  

                                                           
22

 Der Tourist. January 1924: 3. 
23 Der Tourist. January 1924: 5. 
24 "Newsletter by the English Section of the New York local." March 1940 (copy provided by Chris Idzic).  

Fig. 20 
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Fig. 21 

not really seem to have taken place, though, partly also because at some point later the Junior 

Section disbanded and joined the English, now Main, Section. 

A growing network of locals and clubhouses 

After its establishment in 1921 Camp Midvale was expanded to become the main recreation facility 

of the New York branch. It was not the first Nature Friends Home in the USA—San Francisco´s 

Muir Woods Clubhouse dates from 1914—but up to the 1950s was the most popular vacation center 

of the Nature Friends of America. It began as the property of one local, but was soon shared with the 

other locals in the region. Such a co-operative structure was unique in as far as branches mostly 

prefered to run their own Naturfreundehaus.  

In 1931, Der Tourist names five locals in the New York region: Newark, Syracuse, N.Y., Paterson, 

N.J., Rochester, N.Y., Jersey City, N.J.—plus Philadelphia and Allentown in Pennsylvania, Chicago, 

Ill., Detroit, Mich., and Milwaukee, Wisc.25  Other locals, such as Seattle (founded in 1913) or St. 

Paul, Missouri (1917), vanished after some time. In 1939 the Nature Friend names three more locals 

in the New York area, Hudson County, Stamford, and Bridgeport. District membership is 1094.26 

                                                           
25 Der Tourist. July/August 1931: 9. 
26

 The Nature Friend. May 1939: 8. 
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(Because of its anti-industrial, anti-trade union, 

and racist ideologies, locals never spread to the 

South.) For 1929 an international survey of 

hundreds of Nature Friends properties around 

the world mentions six vacation and 

recreation centers in the USA: Camp Midvale, 

N.J. (run by the New York chapter), Muir 

Woods (San Francisco), High Peak, Catskill 

Mountains  (New York), Redwood Peack [!] 

(Oakland), Landistore (Philadelphia), and Stade 

Indiana (Chicago) (Fig. 22)27. In the East there 

would soon also be Camp Thorpe´s Pond (local 

Syracuse) and Camp Lima (local Rochester), 

with fourteen camps all across the nation in 

1945 (Fig. 23)28. The New York local itself, 

with five hundred adult members in 1935 the 

biggest in the region, over time split up into 

five sections, one covering the city as a whole, 

a section for Manhattan and for Brooklyn, an 

English (later Main) section and a photo 

section.  

A detailed history of the camps run by the locals and district of the New York Nature Friends remains 

to be written.29 As a preliminary survey the following passages will outline elements of such a history 

for Camp Midvale, and, to a lesser degree, three other camps, Platte Cove, Mt. Pisgah, and Eureka. 

 

 

                                                           
27 Verzeichnis der Schutzhüten und Ferienheime des Touristen-Vereines "Die Naturfreunde." Wien: 
Naturfreunde-Internationale, 1929. 75-76. 
28

 The Nature Friend. October 1945: 62. 
29 Tamiment Library, New York University, holds .5 linear ft. of unassorted FBI Files and dozens of oral history 
tapes (Tamiment 89 and Oral Histories 15); http://www.nyu.edu/library/bobst/research/tam/summercamps.html; 
for the Ringwood Project see  Mary Caldwell-Kane. "Ringwood Library: Camp Midvale Grant Project." 
http://geschichte.naturfreunde.org/2013/04/camp-midvale-project-2/; for the not yet systematized collections of 
"Nature Friends for Preserving Weis" see fn. 1. 
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Fig. 23 

Camp Midvale 

The area which was to become Camp Midvale has a long ("white") history. In the 18th century the 

vicinity had been an iron ore mine, and two of its names—Blue or Roomy Mine—can still be found on 

maps to the present day. Exploiting it in the 19th century had not always been successful, and when in 

1905 mining was given up for good, first hiking trails were established in the area. So when the Nature 

Friends decided to buy Kerigan (or Carrigan) Farm on May 20th, 1920, the location was fitting in a 

double sense, for its industrial, working-class background, and as it offered excellent hiking 

opportunities. The farmhouse was the first building to be used on a regular basis. The construction of 

the Wanaque Reservoir between 1922 and 1930 was to change the area profoundly, yet improved the 

infrastructure of the new camp and provided better access to the property for Nature Friends all around 

the New York region.30  

                                                           
30

 For a historical timeline see http://www.highlandsnaturalpool.org/history08.html (04/30/14). 
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1921 saw the Club House 

completed. Early on members 

could even erect their own 

little cabins on the property. A 

solid dormitory was built in 

1931 almost exclusively 

through volunteered labor. It 

was used by visitors and guests 

and also provided showers and 

electricity for resident 

members, if necessary. 

Improving the technical 

infrastructure and new sports 

installations came next. 

Numerous forest hiking trails 

were laid out. In 1935 an 

additional twelve acres of land 

were added, and instead of the 

pond, nicknamed "old dirt hole," one carved an Olympic-size swimming pool into the rocks. In order 

to guarantee high water quality, this meant purchasing even more land—such as, in 1938, adjacent 83-

acre Winfield Farm.31  

The Camp was advertised both in German- and in English-language contexts (Fig. 24)32. In 1939, 

during the New Deal era, it is sympathetically singled out as a hiking destination by the New Jersey 

Federal Writers project. With slight inaccuracies, it is described as "run on a non-profit basis by the 

Nature Friends' Society, a labor organization, and is modeled after the numerous country resorts 

conducted by trade unions in Germany up until several years ago. The camp has many rustic 

bungalows, tennis courts, and a 400-foot open swimming pool. Frequented by trade unionists of all 

nationalities from nearby industrial towns of Paterson and Passaic, it is especially popular with 

Americans of German origin."33  

                                                           
31 Information compiled from The Nature Friend, November 1935, and The Nature Friend. October 1945: 27-28. 
32

 Repr. from  http://www.highlandsnaturalpool.org/history02.html (04/30/14). 
33Qtd. from New Jersey: A Guide To Its Present And Past. Tour 9a: The Wanaque Reservoir and The Kanouse 
Mountain – Nature Friends Camp. http://www.getnj.com/njags/tours/tour9anaturefriendscamp.shtml (04/30/14). 

Fig. 24 
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Camp Midvales expansion in the 1930s is well documented, proving the pride the members took in 

their project (Fig. 2534): 

 
Camp Midvale Clubhouse, 1934. 

 

 
Camp Midvale Pond & Clubhouse, 1935. 

 
Lounging by the Pool in 1939. 

 

 
Camp Midvale Clubhouse, 1939. 

 
Date unknown. 

   

 
The Pool, date unknown. 

                                                                                              Fig. 25 

 

 

 

                                                           
34 Reprinted from http://www.highlandsnaturalpool.org/history10.html (04/30/14). 
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The Camp´s swimming pool and sports fields provided multiple opportunities during summers, and its 

skiing slope was popular during winters. It was frequented for works tours and festive events, for day 

excursions and long vacations. And it explicitly attracted people irrespective of race, age, or gender 

(Fig. 26-31)35: 

  

                    

            

Fig. 26-31 

                                                           
35 Compiled from NFPW collections and http://www.highlandsnaturalpool.org/history10.html (20/04/14). Fig.  
31 is a rare lantern slide taken by Hans Wittich: "Leisure Hour at Camp Midvale, 1935." 
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Due to the international character of the 

the Nature Friends world—like this German group

Photos like these create an impression of relatively great intimacy and do not reflect the real size of 

the property. There are only few picture

33) or the map overleaf (Fig. 34), both

                                                           
36 Collection of images by German Nature Fr
Bonn; for more detail on Wieland see
in Chicago." NaturFreundeGeschichte/NatureFr
37 Collection of NFPW. 
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the international character of the Naturfreunde, it also invited visitors and exiles 

this German group in May1938 (Fig. 32)36: 

 

Fig. 32 

create an impression of relatively great intimacy and do not reflect the real size of 

. There are only few pictures which imply its real extent, like this view from atop 

34), both of 1939:37  

Fig. 33 

                   

es by German Nature Friend Walter Wieland, now stored at the Friedrich
see Klaus-Dieter Gross. "Elements of a Pictorial History of the Nature Friends 

NaturFreundeGeschichte/NatureFriendsHistory 1.2. (2013). 
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and exiles from around 

create an impression of relatively great intimacy and do not reflect the real size of 

view from atop (Fig. 

 

drich-Ebert-Stiftung, 
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New office, more camps  

The Labor Temple served as the center of Natur

section would have its own venue

Seneca Avenue in Ridgwood one

plus other new clubhouses and camps, attracted more 

parochially identify with the camps

had moved to the area to be closer

process, became a local of its own. Yet 

belonged to the same club, an administrative an

in 1931 a "City Home" was rented 

became the national office and the

It was from there that the old and 

of the organization, as is summed up in a

While the bourgois built their country clubs the

workers´ camps near New York,

even though they serve

no special sense of responsibility or collective ownership thereof. Workers all

                                                           
38

 Hans Wittich. "Nature Friends in Brooklyn." 
39

 The Nature Friend. October 1945: 30
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Fig. 34 

the center of Nature Friends activities well into the 1930s. 

its own venue; at Brooklyn´s clubroom in the Queens County Labor Lyceum on 

one met for hikes and music.38 But although a growing Camp Midvale, 

other new clubhouses and camps, attracted more general interest, many 

camps more than they did with their club in faraway New York

to be closer, or even built dwellings on the grounds. Camp Midvale

became a local of its own. Yet for practical reasons and to keep up the 

an administrative and coordinating center was necessary

s rented at 11 West 18th St. to serve both the local and the dis

the editorial address for The Nature Friend. 39  

from there that the old and new camps were promoted. After all, these were signature projects 

, as is summed up in a 1935 essay: 

s built their country clubs the worker built their camps. There are many 

camps near New York, some of them tremendous. But as to most of thes

erve their purpose splendidly, it must be said that the visitors there have 

no special sense of responsibility or collective ownership thereof. Workers all

                   

Hans Wittich. "Nature Friends in Brooklyn." The Nature Friend. October 1945: 39-40. 
October 1945: 30-32. 
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well into the 1930s. Later, one 

clubroom in the Queens County Labor Lyceum on 

growing Camp Midvale, 

, many members began to 

in faraway New York. Some 

, or even built dwellings on the grounds. Camp Midvale, in the 

the notion that everyone 

necessary. Consequently, 

serve both the local and the district. It also 

new camps were promoted. After all, these were signature projects 

ilt their camps. There are many 

most of these camps, 

ust be said that the visitors there have 

no special sense of responsibility or collective ownership thereof. Workers all—but those 
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who visit the camp are not the same workers who built it, own it and maintain it. It is 

frankly a proletarian business institution. Class consciousness, cultural activities and sports 

are the central themes there. These are also developed in the Nature Friends camps, though 

the tempo is slower. But he who wants a camp for hiking and wood craft can find no better 

place than the Nature Friends camps. Ours has a different tradition. We are on better terms 

with nature in our camps, which we, members, have bought and paid for with our money, 

built with our own hands, and where we go for our pleasure, but also for our work hikes 

and for camp duty on the appointed days—a practical school of collectivism and solidarity. 

Those who work in the camps all year round, for low pay, are from the ranks of our most 

active members, who do that strenuous work because of their devotion to the ideals of the 

Nature Friends.40    

Platte Clove 

Camp Midvale certainly offered many opportunities for hikers and skiers, for swimmers and ball 

players, for young and old. But already in 1921, almost parallel to Camp Midvale, members looked 

for a home in the more challenging, wilder Catskill Mountains, and found it in an area they had 

known since their first club hikes: Platte Clove. Situated at a height of 2300 ft. in a spectacular 

landscape overlooking the Hudson Valley, it was used in summers and winters.41 The camp, like 

Midvale, was run by the New York local. It began as just a barn, but was extended to 74 acres. At its 

peak time, it could house as many as forty visitors. (Fig. 35 and 36)42.   

  

                                        Fig. 35                                                                                       Fig 36 

 

 

                                                           
40 "Twenty-five Years—Red and Green." The Nature Friend. November 1935: 4-5. 4f.  
41

 The Nature Friend.  October 1945: 28-30; (camp secretary) Hans Jureschke. "At Camp Platte Clove." The 
Nature Friend. May 1939: 13. 
42 When the pictures were taken is not clear; Fig. 35 by Walter Wieland; Fig. 36 NFPW.  

Fig. 3 
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Mt. Pisgah 

    

                                             Fig. 37           

A family of union members and Nature Friends called Gambichler owned a 180-acre farm in the 

deep of New York State, at Gladstone Hollow, Andes, N.Y., about 180 miles from the City. When 

they wanted to sell the property but nobody came up with a proper offer, in 1937 they gave it to the 

Eastern District. Hans Wittich became camp chairman, with the Gambichlers active on his team. 

Wittich was not only a hiker but also mountaineer, photographer, and activist. At the dedication of 

the camp, in a language astonishingly close to that of the first reports the American locals had sent 

to Europe, he said: 

"Berg frei" is our international greeting. It means: in the rugged, keenly shaped mountains 

where Nature Friends feel at home, there is boundless liberty. To achieve it, we must go 

through all the hardships of trailblazing. Mountains must be scaled. But when you have 

reached the summit and cast your eyes upon the country which lies below you, your voice 

will thunder "Berg frei!" Into the valleys, into the gorges, into the winds, the music of that 

sound will dance along. Your greetings will travel away and far to the ears of our brothers 

and sisters who have not yet experienced the call of the mountains.43 

Thanks to Wittich there is a photo diary of the first two-year period of Mt. Pisgah Camp (Fig. 37, 

38).44 It even contains material from the days before it became a Nature Friends camp. Promoted to 

                                                           
43 "The Land in the Sky: Dedication of Mt. Pisgah Camp." The Nature Friend. August 1938: 2. 
44 Both pages from Wittich´s photo diary; these comprehensive materials have survived through the prudence of 
his son Rolf, and are now partly accessible through NFPW.  

Fig. 38 
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Nature Friends nationwide also for summer use,45 its major function was to serve as a skiing hut. With 

space for only about thirty visitors, it was one of the smaller camps. Later a barn was converted to 

house more guests. There was even a plan (unrealized) to build a swimming pool, which would have 

been spectacular not so much for its size (it would have been smaller than Camp Midvale´s) but for its 

height, at 2300 ft. above sea level. 

Camp Eureka 

       Fig. 39                                 Fig. 40 

Camp Eureka was the fourth Nature Friends property in the region, and like Mt. Piscah it was run by 

the District. Located in the Catskills region near Grahamsville, N.Y., to the present day it is 

remembered through a Nature Friends Camp Road, or Friends 

Rd. The camp consisted of three buildings. Its main one was 

originally a farmhouse, with a 'summer kitchen' and the 

'bunkhouse' near by (Fig. 39, 40)46. Another barn was 

especially used for music and dance functions. A brook gave 

delight to the children. At 1500 ft., the camp was a jewel for 

those interested in cross-country skiing. 

Popular as these camps were, regional expansion was an ambivalent matter. Not only did distances 

and travel costs increase, some members so much identified with their favorite camp that they forgot 

about the club as a whole. Newer members did not always understand the idea of co-operative 

ownership—that the point was not just to pay a (low) membership or attendance fee but to also 

contribute working time on a volunteer basis. For a multi-facetted venture like the Nature Friends—

                                                           
45 H.W. [Hans Wittich]."Flash from Mount Pisgah Camp."The Nature Friend. May 1939: 8/10. 
46 NFPW; taken by Hans Wittich.  

 

Fig. 41 
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simultaneously a leisure, cultural, sports, and political organization—there were too few shoulders to 

carry the weight. In a report to the Eastern District Convention in 1938 New York delegates 

complained (Fig. 42)47:  

 

Fig. 42 

Politics 

Progressive ideas had always featured prominently in the Nature Friends´ practical work, in Der 

Naturfreund and The Tourist. They were constant companiona to understanding nature, touristic 

interests, recreation, and gaining knowledge about how to create a better world. It was taken for 

granted that a Nature Friend joined a trade union and other working class associations. In addition, 

many if in no way all were attracted to one of the parties on the Left. A party in its own right—or a 

satellite club to one—they never wanted to be.  

This had already been made clear when the Naturfreunde presented themselves to a German-American 

public in the 1928 anniversary issue of the New-Yorker Volkszeitung. In the main article on the 

Touristen-Verein, headed "´Die ´Naturfreunde´ bilden ein Glied der Arbeiterbewegung" ("The Nature 

Friends constitute a branch of the workers´ movement") Walter R. Boelke, of New York, introduces 

their ideologies and practices (Fig. 43)48. He sets our from an intensive description of the beauty of 

nature, which he contrasts with capitalistic realities; he then sums up the history of the organization, its 

intentions as an educational and health-improvement institution, its pacifist and ecological aims; and 

finally he elaborates on Nature Friends Homes as a vision of what a society based on solidarity may 

achieve. His central political statement reads: 

                                                           
47 The Nature Friend. August 1938: 8. 
48 New-Yorker Volkszeitung. January 29,1928: 142. 
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We Nature Friends are a hiking and cultural organization. We are [...] consciously proletarian 

and socialist. Like the political workers´ parties and the socialist unions our struggle is devoted 

to freeing the proletariat from oppression by capitalist 

communist social order, which guarantees to all workers just wages. There still is a long way to 

go, and in order to be able to fight the coming, decisive battles we need people physically fresh 

and intellectually alert. We 

how outside, in nature, on our hikes; because to our hiking we have given a clearly defined 

principle, i.e. to educate humankind. Our educational program aims at creating men and women 

who consciously promote the coming of the new society. Our hiking thus acknowledges a new 

concept of living, a new collective idea and sense.
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Fig. 43 

We Nature Friends are a hiking and cultural organization. We are [...] consciously proletarian 

and socialist. Like the political workers´ parties and the socialist unions our struggle is devoted 

to freeing the proletariat from oppression by capitalist exploitation and establishing a 

communist social order, which guarantees to all workers just wages. There still is a long way to 

go, and in order to be able to fight the coming, decisive battles we need people physically fresh 

and intellectually alert. We Nature Friends have concluded that we can obtain this mental know

how outside, in nature, on our hikes; because to our hiking we have given a clearly defined 

principle, i.e. to educate humankind. Our educational program aims at creating men and women 

onsciously promote the coming of the new society. Our hiking thus acknowledges a new 

concept of living, a new collective idea and sense. 
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We Nature Friends are a hiking and cultural organization. We are [...] consciously proletarian 

and socialist. Like the political workers´ parties and the socialist unions our struggle is devoted 

exploitation and establishing a 

communist social order, which guarantees to all workers just wages. There still is a long way to 

go, and in order to be able to fight the coming, decisive battles we need people physically fresh 

Nature Friends have concluded that we can obtain this mental know-

how outside, in nature, on our hikes; because to our hiking we have given a clearly defined 

principle, i.e. to educate humankind. Our educational program aims at creating men and women 

onsciously promote the coming of the new society. Our hiking thus acknowledges a new 
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Using the terms "socialist" and "communist" interchangeably, Boelke reduces the social order he 

dreams of to just and fair wages, not exactly what one might expect from a revolutionary. In this, the 

Naturfreunde fit well into the paper which published the article. Paul Buhle writes: 

In other ways, the NYVZ set itself off from the contemporary Communists. Perhaps the most 

touching feature (certainly for the historian, but also likely for the contemporary reader) was 

the loving obituary, the tribute to long decades of faithful struggle. Karoline Ott, for instance, 

was lauded as "eine treue, hingebungsvolle Proletarierin," perhaps the highest compliment 

from a movement which believed ardently in its rank-and-filers. The most outstanding 

quality, manifest in the occasional special issues, was the historical sense of self, of 

immigrant memories both from old Germany - now vanished but still dear to memory - and 

from nineteenth-century America, equally long gone. Another striking feature […] is the 

increasingly "green" character of nature lore. The "Friends of Nature, Inc." (a hiking and 

nature-appreciation society, with its main camp in Midvale, New Jersey) came to dominate an 

increasing amount of space during the 1920s, the descriptions of past and forthcoming hikes a 

veritable manifesto on the eternal qualities which socialists should strive to understand.49 

One should add that most Leftist parties, and the Communist Party in particular, followed a language 

policy which emphasized English as the one and only language of the American working class.50 

Publications like the New-Yorker Volkszeitung and organizations like the Naturfreunde thus in their 

cultural identities collide with party lines. In addition, their emphasis on libertarian and/or homely 

lifestyles kept them detached from rigid party discipline(s). 

Certainly the Black Friday of 1929, just a year after Boelke published his introduction, had its effect 

on the Nature Friends as well. Although practical work did not differ much, the language of the 

members´ magazines changed. Left-wing rhetoric was prevalent all around in the bigger cities, and 

it extended to popular and high-brow culture.51 Political matters were debated in outspoken and 

radical ways, and Nature Friends publications followed suit. 

                                                           
49 Paul Buhle. “Ludwig Lore and the New-Yorker Volkszeitung: The Twilight of the German-American Press.” 
In: Elliott Shore, Ken Fones-Wolf, and James P Danky (eds.). The German-American Radical Press: The 
Shaping of a Left Political Culture, 1850-1940. Urbana/Chicago: University of Illinois Press, 1992, 168-18; 
174-175. 
50 See Paul Buhle. Marxism in the United States: Remapping the History of the American Left. London: Verso, 
1987, 128-134. 
51 For the "Pink Thirties" and their contexts see, exemplarily, Eric Rauchway. The Great Depression and the 
New Deal: A Very Short Introduction. New York, OUP, 2008; and Laura Browder. Rousing the Nation: Radical 
Culture in Depression America. Amherst: U of Masssachusetts P, 1998. For the appeal of  a "revolutionary 
rhetoric" and a "revolutionary attitude" also among artists, consider that for varying time spans painters like Ben 
Shahn, Diego Rivera, or Edward Gropper were close to the Communist Party, as were writers Michael Gold, 
Jack Conroy, Richard Wright, and Theodore Dreiser. 
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Although the rifts between the Nature Friends Districts which would initiate the national 

organization´s falling apart became virulent only in the 1940s, differences dated back to the 1930s. 

Western locals were somewhat less affected by the 1930s changes in political culture than the 

branches in the East and Midwest. Exemplarily, the July/August 1931 number of Der Tourist 

reflects an Eastern radicalization in language, and partly also practice, in a way most Westerners did 

not share. In his "Vorwärts, Genossen" ("Forward, Comrades"; Fig. 44) Philadelphia member E. 

Klumpp refers to the ominous Communist concept of "social fascism" to describe the American 

Socialist Party and demands a fundamentalist revolutionary line within the Nature Friends. In 

response, Karl Strahl, also of Philadelphia, accuses Klumpp´s faction of neglecting the original aims 

of the Nature Friends as a hiking club of a clearly political conviction yet no party affiliation (Fig. 

45). Editor Walter Boelke, author of the 1928 NYVZ text, tries to mediate, arguing for an inclusion 

of all factions (the second editor, he states, is a Communist), but emphasizes that the organization 

covers "several political directions" ("mehrere[...] politische[...] Richtungen"); Boelke defends The 

Tourist´s decision not to come out with concrete suggestions as to which of the May Day Parades 

Nature Friends should participate in; he explicitly refers to the traumatic experiences and ruptures 

within the working class—and the Naturfreunde—in Germany (Fig. 46) 52.   

May Day Parades were of major importance to the Nature Friends in New York both as a political 

ritual and—dressed up in hiking apparel—as a way of self-presentation (Fig. 47)53. Exemplarily, the 

May number of The Nature Friend in 1939 would devote its full title page to May Day Greetings and 

images of May Day Parades. But taken as a whole, even in the face of raging fascism in Europe, in the 

magazine in politics one field among others, and the bulk of essays is on ornithology, geology, and 

other scholarly topics, on past and future hikes plus information on and from the camps.  

Being a legal document, the question of revolutionary versus evolutionary forms of socialism / 

communism is absent from the Constitution of The Nature Friends of America, adopted in 1935 (for 

excerpts cf. Fig. 48). It describes "[t]his association [a]s an organization of workers interested in 

hiking, labor sports and cultural activities," with districts and locals in the USA and Canada, affiliated 

to the Nature Friends International in Zurich, Switzerland (where it was exiled from Vienna), and 

"located at 11 West 18th Street,  New York City, New York."  Its objects  "are: to acquaint the 

workers with the natural beauty of the country and to provide opportunities for its study and 

enjoyment; to encourage the study of nature; to teach appreciation of natural beauty to disseminate the 

knowledge of natural science and of the mode of living and the customs of the various people; to 

further and aid the protection of nature and its beauty; and to strengthen the feeling of solidarity 
                                                           
52 Der Tourist. July/August 1931: 4 and 5. 
53 NFPW: "New York Nature Friends at the May Day March in 1934"; taken by Nelly Peissachowitz. 
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Fig. 47 

among the working classes." In short, this is exactly what the Naturfreunde in late 19th century 

Austria had set out from. Of consequence in the context of 1930s American debates on race and 

immigration is who could join: "Membership in this corporation is open to persons irrespective of sex, 

color, creed or nationality." In a sense, one can say that with the New Deal in full swing and the 

American Left as strong as never before or after, the Nature Friends´ formal description of their club 

was close to the contemporary progressive mainstream. But the Attorney General, as we will see, saw 

things differently, probably not so much relying on official documents as on highly selective 

information on club activities. 

The Constitution of 1935, its values and procedures still united the Nature Friends of America across 

the nation. The tradional "Gau"-structure, which had acknowledged Vienna as the "world club," was 

replaced by a "national autonomous organisation," i.e. a national office and three main Districts 

"East," "West," and "Midwest."54 In the 1930s the all-English members´ magazine The Nature 

Friend replaced Der Tourist. It adopted a new title and logo, but its heading as ever reflected the 

traditional self-understanding of the Nature Friends as a workers´ leisure organization (Fig. 48)55:  

 

                                                           
54

 The Nature Friend. November 1935: 7. 
55

 The Nature Friend. November 1935: 1. 
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Fig. 48 
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A combined cultural, leisure, and political schedule we also find in the program of the New York 

local´s celebration of its 25th anniversary. An impressive "Entertainment and Ball," in English (Fig. 

49), seeks a balance between traditions and topical references, in a mix of practical and political 

passages. These reflect the full range of cultural 

activities pursued by the New York branch. An NF 

music group opens the festivities with a 

"Jubelmarsch" (celebratory march), then shows 

"Nature Friends in Action," followed by a 

"Sketch," a "Dance," and an "Address." A 

"Theater Collective" displays "People Who 

Think." Another musical round presents pieces 

called "a) ´Neither here nor there´" and "b) ´The 

Militant.´" The famous German anti-Nazi song 

"Die Moorsoldaten" and three widely different 

musical pieces ("Hiram Overture"; "Guittarres"; 

and the "Internationale") conclude the official part. 

Members are invited to an information booth, a 

book stand, and a photo and handicraft exhibition 

(with products made by the NF Scouts). A preview 

announces a theater party featuring Maxim 

Gorki´s master drama "Mother" at the Civic 

Repertory Theater. 

A major topic in this program, in the magazines, and the camps were activities to oust fascism 

across the world. With the Nazis overrunning Europe, the German, the Austrian and most other 

national associations of the Naturfreunde were illegal. Thousands of members were imprisoned, in 

concentration camps, or in exile. In June 1935, for example, the Nature Friend opens with an article 

 

Fig. 49 

Fig. 50 
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relating to "The Story of Jacob Waelsch, Anti-Fascist Fighter," on a young German Nature Friend 

likely to have been murdered by Nazis near his home town of Heidelberg. 56 Camp Midvale on a 

regular basis staged anti-fascist events, on one occasion inviting the prestigious exiled German 

writers Ludwig Renn and Oskar Maria Graf (Fig. 51)57.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                                          

Once the USA had entered the Second World War, The Nature Friend reported how members who 

served in the Armed Forces were entitled to two-week vacations free of charge at Camp Midvale.58 

The members´ journals printed reports on and letters by "Our Boys Abroad." Another recurrent topic 

was the Spanish Civil War and the considerable number of members fighting Franco-fascism in the 

                                                           
56 The Nature Friend. June 1935: 1. 
57 The Nature Friend. July 1939: 5/8. 
58 The Nature Friend. October 1945:  33. 

                                                                  

                                                           Fig. 51 
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Lincoln Brigade.59 The national association and the branches donated money to the exiled 

headquarters of the Nature Friends International in Zurich. 

Even before the fighting was over, the German-born President of the American Nature Friends, New 

York member Georg Schmidt, discussed the rebuilding of a democratic and prosperous Germany in 

his article "What do to with Germany.".60 Immediately after the war he published a statement in the 

leading newspaper in Germany´s American Occupied Zone, Frankfurter Rundschau, which was 

both addressed to the American Military and the German comrades.61 Schmidt emphasized the 

efforts of the American Nature Friends in the struggle against fascism, praised the resistance activities 

of the German members, announced support for the rebuilding of the German clubs, and called for the 

American Forces to license the organization as soon as possible. And indeed, with regional 

differences, the Americans were relatively quick in re-legalizing the German Naturfreunde. On 

February 28, 1949 (i.e. before the West and East German States were formally established), it was 

again Georg Schmidt who wrote to Hans Frank in Dresden, in the Soviet Sector, to (in vain) help re-

establish the Naturfreunde in what was to become the GDR.62  

Crisis 

But while clubs in Europe were being revived, powers unleashed by extreme anticommunism were 

about to destroy the American Nature Friends. The unity of the national organization implied by its 

1945 magazines was deceptive (Fig. 52)63. Especially Eastern/Midwestern locals continued their 

political work, such as in their support of former Vice President and Progressive Party candidate 

Henry A. Wallace´s presidential election campaign in 1948, or in the case of Ethel and Julian 

Rosenberg, who were executed for espionage in 1953.64 Neither the articles in the magazines nor the 

memories of old-time members recorded in 1987 by Andy Lanset and Chris Idzic (now at Tamiment 

Library at New York University) suggest that local Nature Friends were aware of the fact that already 

from the mid-1930s on they were officially blacklisted by American government agencies.  

 

                                                           
59 To the present day there are memorial plaques at Camp Midvale/Weis Center/Highlands Natural Pool, and the 
fight for the Spanish Republic features highly in the Lanset/Idzic interviews.  
60 Georg Schmidt. "What to do with Germany." Nature Friend. April 1945: 2-3. 
61 Frankfurter Rundschau. October 30, 1945: 1.  
62 Repr. in Joachim Schindler. "Zur Arbeit touristischer Organisationen Dresdens sowie zur Entwicklung von 
Wandern und Bergsteigen in der Sächsischen Schweiz von 1945 bis etwa 1953 unter besonderer Beachtung des 
´Touristenvereins ´Die Naturfreunde´ - Teil 2." NaturFreundeGeschichte/NatureFriendsHistory 2.1 (2014): 30; 
Schmidt also addresses the role of the Naturfreunde Internationale in the split between the Western and Eastern 
Districts in the USA and deplores anti-Russion trends in the USA. 
63 The Nature Friend, October 1945: 80. 
64 Cf. Andy Lanset. "Nature Friends of America." Mari Jo Buhle, Paul Buhle, Dan Georgakas (ed.) Encyclopedia 
of the American Left. New York: Garland, 1990: 512. 
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Fig. 52 

In spite of the fact that they were not affiliated to any party, that their focus was on leisure activities, 

and that no concrete accusations were made, the Attorney General had cited the "NATURE FRIENDS 

OF AMERICA […] as a subversive and Communist organization since 1935."65 Up to the peak years 

of the Cold War this had not been too problematic, but when by the end of the military confrontation 

in 1945 the Cold War against "communism" escalated, suddenly and rather unexpectedly the Nature 

Friends of America had a problem which affected individual members as well as its overall structure.  

                                                           
65

 Attorney General Tom Clark, letters to Loyalty Review Board, released December 4, 1947, and September 21, 
1948. 
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J. Edgar Hoover´s FBI had for decades found "communists" everywhere66; the McCormack-Dickstein-

Committee (1934) and the Dies-Committee (1938)—which the Nature Friends in 1945 had still hoped 

would help erase fascism in the USA—had at least seemingly taken a balanced stand against 

"communist and fascist" enemies; President Truman's executive order on loyalty in 1947 extended the 

categories for disloyality towards groups "totalitarian, fascist, communist or subversive . . . or seeking 

to alter the form of government of the United States by unconstitutional means."  But the focus shifted 

exclusively to targets on the Left. The Department of Justice´s list of "subversive organizations" grew 

into the hundreds. Government, regional, and private institutions worked together to create an 

unsubstantiated fear of a communist take-over. After all, at its peak in the late 1930s, the CPUSA had 

not even had 100.000 members, which came down to less than 5.000 at the high time of McCarthyism; 

by 1958 it was well below 3.000.67 

On Juli 9, 1940, 85 delegates and guests representing fifteen locals met, geographically midway, in 

Rocky Mountains National Park. On the surface things still looked well. Yet for the Californians the 

fact that the War Eastern locals were in the focus of the red-baiters remained a danger to their own 

existence. The sole escape, it seemed, was to split the "Nature Friends of America." Arguing that 

Californian members had never individually been part of this umbrella structure, Western members 

could not be held responsible for any wrong-doings in the Eastern and Midwestern Districts. Another 

national convention, in 1947 in Grand Teton National Park, in spite of friendly discussions and 

refreshing hikes, could not any more reverse its drifting apart.68 Western locals separated from the 

New York headquarters, and also in the East and Midwest some locals sought their distance from the 

national office.  

Hard facts about the (implied) "Communist infiltration" of the Eastern and Midwestern Disticts are 

scarce. Some Nature Friends were known as card-carrying Communists but blended easily into the 

non-communist majority; none played a major role in the Party hierarchy. National president Georg 

Schmidt probably was one such CP-member. Whether or not he, like most of the others, left the Party 

in the late 1940s and early 1950s, is not known.  

                                                           
66 See, e.g., Tim Weiner. Enemies: A History of the FBI. Random House. New York: Random House, 2012; an 
excellent literary impression, set in 1950s New Jersey, is Philip Roth´s novel I Married a Communist (1999).  
67 Harvey Klehr. "Communist Party—USA." Paul S. Boyer (ed.) The Oxford Companion to United States 
History. Oxford / New York: OUP, 2004. 149. For a general perspective see Albert Fried (ed.). McCarthyism: 
The Great American Red Scare. A Documentary History. New York: OUP. 1997; Ellen Schrecker. The Age Of 
McCarthyism: A Brief History With Documents. 2nd. ed. Boston: Bedford Books, 2002; Landon R.Y. Storrs, The 
Second Red Scare and the Unmaking of the New Deal Left. Princeton, NJ: Princeton UP, 2013. 
68 How in detail the separation took place is in no way clear; in a coming number of NaturFreundeGeschichte/ 
NatureFriendsHistory I will try to sketch out the history of these two events and their backgrounds. 
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Anti-communist aggression against Nature Friends was realized mainly on the local level, i.e. at 

clubhouses and camps. The American organization had always been limited in size. In the second half 

of the 1920s membership narrowly exceeded 1000, and was 1200 in 1936; these numbers were 

reported to the Nature Friends International (NFI) in Vienna/Zurich. According to Nature Friend 

historian Emil Birkert there never were more than around 1700 members nationwide,69 so the 1094 

reported in 1939 for the Eastern District look slightly exaggerated. In any case, after the publication of 

the List membership decreased sharply. By 1956, just after McCarthyism, an NFI report sees it cut by 

half. In 1951 America-East (including the Midwest) dropped to 855, and in 1952 to 633; after 1953 no 

more data are given. Western membership slowly grew from 682 in 1951 and 685 in 1952 to 715 in 

1953. This slight increase is partly explained by Eastern members seeking refuge in Californian 

clubs.70 In order to survive, endangered clubs in the East without much ado met under new names: The 

Syracuse club became ´Forky's Pond Outdoor Club,´ Chicago called itself ´Midwest Campers,´ 

Milwaukee changed into ´Friends of Nature,´ and New York became the ´Metropolitan Recreation 

Association.´ Only a few individual members in the East remained within the International´s 

framework; as late as 1957 copies of its magazine went to New York, Midvale, Wanaque, Cicero, 

Syracuse and Rochester.71  

The NFI at the time was clearly dominated by the social democratic Swiss organization,72 und it 

played a quite questionable role in the conflict. In the 1935 jubilee editon of The Nature Friend the 

international office had still sent greetings to the Nature Friends of America and its New York local. 

Once the Cold War was getting hotter, Zurich sided with the Californians. Albert Georgi-Valtin, for 

the NFI, blamed "irresponsible political zealots" in the East,73 and Karl Poster would even find 

differing interpretations of the Hitler-Stalin-Pact as the key event triggering the split.74 

The Attorney General´s list also affected private lives. The interviews recorded by Lanset and Idzic 

report that FBI agents came to the homes of members to question them, that police cars were 

                                                           
69 Emil Birkert. Von der Idee zur Tat: Aus der Geschichte der Naturfreundebewegung. Heilbronn: 
Touristenverein"Die Naturfreunde", Landesverband Württemberg, [1970]. 46 
70 One such example is J.L. Behmer, the American delegate at the 1975 NFI conference; presently living in 
Schwenksville, PA, he had joined the Vienna local in 1920, was then a leading official in New York, and now 
represented California; cf. "Protokoll des 9. Kongresses der NFI vom 26.-27. September 1975": 16. 
71 Gerald Schügerl. 80 Jahre Naturfreunde Österreich. Vienna: Naturfreunde Österreich [1975]. 146 and 149. 
72  Pils. Berg frei! 152: "Der Zentralausschuß sollte [...] von schweizerischen Naturfreunden dominiert werden. 
Erst 1959 in Amsterdam kam es zur Bildung einer ´echten` Naturfreunde Internationale mit einem international 
zusammengesetzten Zentralausschuß und einem eigenen Büro." 
73 Albert Georgi-Valtin. "Von 1906 bis 1933." Denkschrift zum sechzigjährigen Jubiläum, 1895-1955. Zürich: 
Touristen-Verein "Die Naturfreunde," 1955. 86-87. 
74 Karl Poster. "Die Naturfreunde-Internationale von 1934 bis zum Kongress 1950." Denkschrift z. 38-44,  43 
("In Amerika ging die Einigung zwischen Ost- und Westdistrikt wegen der verschiedenen Einstellung zum 
Hitler-Rußland-Pakt wieder in Brüche"). 
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positioned at Camp Midvale every weekend to take down licence plates in order to frighten off 

visitors, that conflicts arose with neighbors of the camps who had by the media and through targeted 

gossip been (mis)informed about the excesses of the Nature Friends (communism, nudism, 

promiscuity, miscenegation, etc.). Few of the members would, for obvious reasons, respond with 

outspoken opposition to such accusations; after all personal contacts as well as jobs were at risk.  

At one instant the fate of a Nature Friend made it into the mainstream and national media.75 While 

working for the drug administration in New York City, Kendrick M. Cole had attended a Nature 

Friends meeting and consequently lost his job. By 1956 McCarthyism was in its final phase, and a 

majority of Supreme Court judges ruled that decision to be unconstitutional (Supreme Court 351 U.S. 

536 [1956]). Such successsful fighting back may have been an individual act of compensation for 

Cole. It did not save the organisation, though.  

Troubles at Camp Midvale 

Throughout the 1940s Camp Midvale represented everything the Nature Friends stood for: hiking in a 

beautiful area, spending vacations cheaply, being together with people of a progressive persuasion, a 

moderate openness as to moral of restrictions, and no racism. Regularly cultural events attracted 

hundreds and thousands from the region and from New York City. In the 1940s soldiers were 

especially welcomed, and occasionally the unemployed enjoyed benefits such as free nights or food. 

The Pool was attractive not only to visitors but also to neighbors. In the 1950s there were 44 miles of 

hiking trails, and the Camp was a member of the Trail Conference, which included these trails in the 

famous Walk Book. 

For children Midvale was an island of freedom and independence, as is remembered by a youthful 

resident of the 1950s, whose fondest childhood memories were those of the Camp: 

Our bungalow had no electric or water so we had to go to the "Front" with our pails and pump 

the water. Usually by the time we got back to our home the buckets ended up half empty.  We'd 

eat our meals in the front of our cabin and watch the deer coming down from behind us. There 

were shows on the stage on weekends and we kids would sit under the apple trees on  our 

blankets. Talent shows, music, dancing and puppet shows. Every week we'd go hiking with our 

lunches up to High Point. What fun. Maybe I was too young to realize anything political was 

going on, but it sure wasn't when I got older. We used to go down to the dump in the evenings 

with our flashlights and watch the bears rummage through the trash. In the afternoons the men 

would play pinochle in the clubhouse and the women played canasta. We kids just ruled the 

camp. Ping pong, volleyball, horseshoes, swings, swimming.76  

                                                           
75 New York Times. June 17, 1956: 176; TIME Magazine. June 25, 1956. 
76 E-mail to the author, received February 2014. 
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Children´s camps had played an important role ever since Kate Eberle had written about it in 1924 (cf. 

Fig. 18), and remained so even under McCarthy conditions. Their "informal camp life" was not always 

met with the full agreement of the older members, who were afraid that their camp might suffer. After 

all, what they had built with their own hands was taken for granted by the next generation.  

Around 1945 the Junior Section even proposed to a take over 

Winfield Farm, a part of the Camp just 15 minutes from its 

center, for the Youth Section of the District (Fig. 53)77. The 

plan might have attracted more active young people to the 

area, and could have functioned as a uniting factor in the 

diverging Eastern organization, but it was not realized. 

Up to 6000 visitors came on weekends. As enthusiastic as most Nature Friends were about the Camp, 

in order to keep it intact the New York locals´ 500 odd members would have to attract between 60 to 

80 volunteers per work hike, and as many as ten helpers would be needed every weekend to properly 

run the camp. The Camp Committee had already had problems in mustering enough participants 

before the witch-hunts, now even fewer voluteered. Sharing the burdon of running the camp between 

the local (New York and Midvale) and the District sections turned out to be unreliable as well.  

From the late 1930s on, a new and younger generation of European expatriates came, refugees from 

fascism or victims of the war. These were more politically minded and less romantically attached to 

the Camp. They used the grounds for seminars, meetings, and recreation but did not get as closely 

involved in operating the camp as the old-timers had hoped. For the latter the younger ones were "too 

pushy"; for the former the old-timers were "too settled." In the long run this would contribute to an 

internal split in the New York region: The new-comers would take over Camp Midvale and preserve it 

under their new name "Metropolitan Recreation Association," the old-timers would rather focus on the 

other camps.   

Already in the 1920s and 1930s members had built private cabins and bungalows at the Camp, and a 

feeling of personal ownership had developed in spite of its co-operative character. Under the pressure 

of McCarthyism, some contemplated selling their cabins before they could be taken away from them, 

or to have deeds to legalize their status as owners. Members even considered suing their own local 

over giving up its property rights to those who had lived there for years. Old-time members were 

involved mostly, but the Lanset/Idzic interviews prove that the conflict can not at all be reduced to 

                                                           
77 NFPW: "Winfield Farm circa 1950." 

Fig. 53 
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generational or political aspects. Nothing came of the court case, though, apart from breaking up 

friendships and more people withdrawing from Midvale.  

Infighting was aggravated, and partly caused, by external conditions. Even though the local population 

cherished the conveniences at the Camp, some saw it with suspicion and hostility. Not all had 

forgotten that before the Nature Friends came, the "old dirt hole" had been the place for whites only. 

In the summer of 1948 the New York Times writes: 

A fiery cross, made of saplings covered with gasoline-soaked burlap, was hoisted tonight up the 

metal flagpole on the grounds of the Nature Friends Camp, a summer holiday resort for whites 

and Negroes at Stonetown near here, by some unidentified persons who left a crude message 

threatening Communists.78 

The Lanset/Idzic interviews suggest that immediate neighbors might have been involved. The 

perpetrators felt safe, as with good reason they could assume the police and the FBI were on their side, 

and, with the Ku KluxKlan marching in Ringwood, so would be public opinion.  

Desastrous as these terrorist acts were, the Nature Friends did not stand all 

alone. Progressive and Civil Rights organizations came and used the 

property, also providing necessary financial resources. Even though the 

CPUSA as the ominous power behind the Nature Friends did not raise its 

hand in defense of the Camp, some of its sympathizers offered acts of 

solidarity, among them Pete Seeger (Fig. 54)79. Some of these supporters 

were themselves victims of McCarthyism, others were liberals who 

defended civil rights, and then there were those who appreciated the 

progressive character of the camp, including its unique combination of 

popular and sophisticated cultural work: 

Various actors, musicians, and others in the creative arts, including several who were on the 

government’s subversive list, joined hands with the Nature Friends. Actor Herschel Bernardi 

was on the cultural staff one summer and organized various skits. Another actor, John 

Randolph, and his wife Sarah Cunningham, staged excerpts from Chekhov plays. Ruby Dee and 

Ossie Davis performed, and folk singer Pete Seeger played a concert in front of an audience of 

1,200. John Wilson, an artist in residence, was commissioned years later to create the bust of 
Martin Luther King in the U.S. Capitol Building.80  

                                                           
78

 “Fiery Cross in Jersey.” New York Times. August 14, 1948: 14. 
79

 NFPW:"Pete Seeger at Camp Midvale in the 1950s" photo by Robert Ehrlich. 
80 http://www.shortescapes.net/A-Hideaway-for-Natures-Friends.4039384.html (30/04/14). Concerts by blues 

and folk singer Odetta (Holmes) and Harry Belafonte are also on the record. 

 

Fig. 54 
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Recently, the Nature Friends for Perserving Weis project has generated more and also highly personal 

second-generation recollections: 

[...] this is what I know about the break up of the Camp Midvale Nature Friends, mostly from 

my father [...].  During the McCarthy era, the local NF members who were not involved in the 

Communist Party, were very unhappy about the NY-NJ NF leadership's 's associations with the 

Party. No one knew what the government would do, and there were fears that it would somehow 

seize Camp Midvale. Some of the members had built homes up on the hill above the main 

public area of Camp Midvale, on land that still belonged to the Camp, and to protect their 

homes, they insisted that the property be divided so they could own the land their houses were 

on, free and clear. This was agreed to, and I don't know the exact dates it took place, but we 

could probably find out by searching the old deed records. At some point [...] the group agreed 

to dissolve completely.  I know that my parents quit the Nature Friends in 1953, so that's 

probably when it happened. Most of the former CP people stayed with the Metropolitan 

Recreation Association, which continued to operate Camp Midvale. The MRA mainly consisted 

of not the older Germans (who were the original NF members) but the younger and more recent 

immigrants and some American born. Both of my parents had been in the CP (as I found out 

only much later) but they quit in 1950. They thought it was a mistake for the Nature Friends to 

be so closely associated with the party. So even though they were part of the younger generation 

they stayed with the "not so leftist" group that took ownership of the Camp Eureka property in 

the Catskills. It may have also been partly for social reasons. My parents were German speaking 

and they were more friendly socially with the original German NF members. They named this 

new group "The Winbeam Outdoor Club" (Winbeam is the name of one of the nearby 

mountains by Camp Midvale). This club held annual meetings at the Firehouse on Stonetown 

Road in Ringwood (about a mile from Camp Midvale). It is still in operation today, although 

my family are no longer members.81 

 

Other Camps
82

 

Some of the members so much under pressure personally, politically, and also often economically, 

turned to the more quiet Catskill camps. Although the Nature Friends´s national and regional structure 

was gone, they tried to preserve old-time feelings. First one kept the camps open for former co-

members, but over time these contacts petered out and the camps were transfered into private 

properties. Without any efficient club infrastructure left, the camps by and by lost contact with the 

office in New York. A question to be resolved is who, with also the local deteriorating, could legally 

sign transactions, pay bills, or sell the property. A close analysis of the local dissolution processes 

would thus shed light even on the last years of the New York-based nationwide Nature Friends 

structures.  

                                                           
81 E-mail to the author, March 2014. 
82 Information gleaned from various personal sources in the wake of the NFPW project; names, personal 
references, and family details were cut. 
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83 NFPW: "Children at the Camp, 1960s.
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culprit convicted, the MRA was stuck with the costs for reconstruction (Fig. 57)84. When MRA 

President Henry B. Kasbohm invited contributions to the rebuildung of the destroyed property in a 

four page leaflet (Fig. 58), he put particular emphasis on the Camps´s unique position as "one of the 

oldest interracial camps in the country,"85 and defined it as a retreat for nature appreciation and 

recreation. But the damages done had permanent repercussions:   

Without their clubhouse, it was never the same for members. Visiting one another in their 

homes couldn’t replace the camaraderie of the clubhouse. Seventy families held a meeting and 

decided to sell the land for $1 in return for guarantees that the land wouldn’t be commercially 

used and that the 70 families would have access to the land for the rest of their lives. The 

families rejected a $500,000 offer from a developer.86 

  

       fig. 56               fig. 58 

 

In1968 the MRA gave the 160 acre property to the American Ethical Union, under the provision of 

operating it according to progressive principles. Among AEU members were Walter and May Weis, 

who in 1974 created an endowment to preserve the land and buildings; later in their honor the site was 

renamed Weis Ecology Center. In 1994, it was given to the New Jersey Audubon Society, which 

emulated the ecological legacy of Weis and established a New Jersey Highlands nature resort. In 2013, 

for financial reasons, the NJAS decided to hand the complete property over to the State of New Jersey. 

                                                           
84

 NFPW: "Clubhouse lost in the fire." 
85 Fundraising Flyer, October 2, 1966. 
86 http://www.shortescapes.net/A-Hideaway-for-Natures-Friends.4039384.html (04/30/14). 
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Its future is undetermined as of now; among the plans is a highly controversial one to dismantle all the 

buildings and return the whole area into a "natural state." 

For decades the swimming pool had been one of the most prominent attractions at Camp Midvale. 

With many of the bungalows and cabins unoccupied and public threats in the air, also at the pool 

attendance went down and costs went up. In a fairly deteriorated state it was closed in 1994. But to 

safe the pool, residents and former members revived the (almost forgotten) communitarian concept 

already pursued by the Nature Friends: An independent non-profit Community Association of the 

Highlands was established, which after comprehensive renovation work reopened the pool as a co-

operative project under its present name, Highlands Natural Pool.  

Over time, the history of where the Camp came from had fallen into oblivion. A few years ago even 

regular visitors were hardly aware of the existence of any organization called Nature Friends beyond 

Midvale. But both at the Pool and on the terrain of the Weis Center the legacy of the Nature Friends 

was preserved through plaques, documents, and memories. Recently first tentative contacts have been 

reestablished with both European and Californian Nature Friends branches. Even more so, the 2014 

group trying to save former Camp Midvale from physical destruction consciously tagged itself Nature 

Friends for Preserving Weis, and might in the near future be incorporated as the Highlands Nature 

Friends. Such a preservation project, of necessity, is a communal, ecological, and political effort; it 

starts from the assumption that culture and nature are not antagonistic but dialectically linked with 

each other; it is a project which brings together the past, the present, and the future—all in all the 

program the Naturfreunde had had in mind when they first came to America in 1910. 
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